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ix

   introduction to 
the liberty fund edition 

 This volume gathers papers on two fundamental themes in Israel Kirz ner’s 
work: methodological subjectivism and entrepreneurship theory. We decided 
to put these subjects in the same volume because in Kirzner’s work the lat-
ter cannot be understood well without knowing the former. 

 Throughout the nineteenth century, scientists labored to eliminate all 
forms of anthropomorphism and animalism from chemistry, physics, 
and biology. After Lionel Robbins’s defi nition of economics in the 1930s 
and the rise of the mathematical method, on the basis of same methodo-
logy, economists developed an explanation of human action. Imitating 
the natural sciences, economists expunged from their science man with 
his purposes and plans. Such an exercise resulted in the mechanomor-
phism of modern economics, reducing thinking creatures to mechanical 
automatons and turning a social science into “social physics.” 

 Ludwig von Mises, reacting to these developments and refl ecting on 
the epistemology of economics and the view of man, reaffi rmed the pur-
posive nature of human action and the role this principle plays at the core 
of economics. Man’s purpose, according to Mises, defi nes economics’ 
subjective character. Kirzner followed in Mises’s footsteps and stated in 
 The Economic Point of View  that “purpose is not something to be merely 
‘taken into account’: it provides the sole foundation of the concept of hu-
man action.”  1   According to Friedrich Hayek, Mises carried out the idea of 
subjectivism more consistently than any other economist. It is no exag-
geration to add that Kirzner refi ned Mises’s insights on subjectivism and 
entrepreneurship more consistently than any contemporary writer in the 
Austrian tradition. 

 The scientist who treats human beings as purposeless cannot ulti-
mately understand economic phenomena and their causalities. He is 
in the same situation as a Martian without knowledge of how humans 
use buses to go to work who would just be observing bodies jump-
ing into moving boxes every morning: it would be diffi cult to under-
stand what is going on beyond bodies and boxes moving with certain 

 1. See  The Economic Point of View  (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 2009), 168. 
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regularity.  2   By ascribing purpose, the scientist applies subjectivism, 
that is, the idea that whatever means and ends an individual may select, 
he selects them because of the way he perceives and understands their 
relevance to his situation. 

 The disincarnated view of man has led economists to a focus on maxi-
mization within given constraints, which produced an incomplete, if not 
misleading, mechanistic view of the market. Kirzner has consistently 
fought against this approach, arguing that economists should concentrate 
their efforts upon explicating processes rather than end states. Indeed, to 
understand the capitalistic mode of production, the theorist must trace eco-
nomic phenomena back to the initial purposes and plans of individuals. 

 Once purpose is understood to be at the foundation of the concept of 
human action, it becomes clear that methodological individualism and 
methodological subjectivism are two major planks of economics. The 
objects of human action as the external observer sees them do not mat-
ter to economics; only how the actors themselves perceive them does. 
To understand why people use buses every morning, one must take into 
account the knowledge and beliefs individuals hold about the usefulness 
of buses and how this knowledge and those beliefs shape their decisions. 
Economics makes the world intelligible in terms of human motives and 
purpose, not simply in quantitative terms. 

 Moreover if one assumes individuals as merely solving an optimiza-
tion problem, it is impossible to understand how, over time, new infor-
mation (from the point of view of the actors themselves) is generated in 
the economic system. In Kirzner’s framework, entrepreneurial activity 
is fundamentally about the introduction of novel information. It follows 
that only a consistent pursuit of a subjectivist approach can account for 
the discovery and the emergence of new information, in the sense rele-
vant to economic theory. 

 It is only through the consistent application of subjectivism that one 
can understand why the entrepreneurial function is an aspect of all 
action, and not just a special ability of the few. We are all entrepreneurs 
in our capacity as human actors. This is also why the entrepreneur in 
Kirzner is alert to profi t opportunities, and not (primarily at least) a profi t 

 2. Kirzner uses this example in his paper “On the Method of Austrian Economics,” 
reprinted in this volume. 
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maximizer. Utility and production functions do not exist independently 
of valuing agents in their particular setting of time and place. 

 This subjectivist approach provides the foundations to explain the 
market process as the outcome of the purposeful actions of individuals. 
In pursuing their ends, individuals make use of the signals of the mar-
ket, such as money prices and profi ts and losses, which serve as guide-
posts to decision-making helping transform subjective phenomena of the 
mind into objective signals. 

 These issues of epistemology and methodology possess profound 
implications for practical policy. As Kirzner states in the foreword to Lud-
wig von Mises’s  The Ultimate Foundation of Economic Science,  at the core 
of those discussions rests the defense of a free society. It is only by bring-
ing back into economics “those insights that positivist thought treats, in 
effect, as meaningless nonsense”  3   that one can fully realize the advan-
tages of the unhampered market. 

 In addition to eight papers on methodological subjectivism,  4   this vol-
ume contains four articles by Kirzner on the history of entrepreneurship 
theory, including Kirzner’s seminal paper on entrepreneurship, “Meth-
odological Individualism, Market Equilibrium, and Market Process.” It 
was in this paper presented at the Mont Pelerin Society meeting in Vichy, 
France, in 1967 that Kirzner conceptualized the role of the entrepreneurial 
function in the market process for the fi rst time in his work. This paper 
opened the door to Kirzner’s research on the market process, leading six 
years later to the publication of  Competition and Entrepreneurship.  In doing 
so, it paved the way to the modern Austrian theory of the market process. 

 acknowledgments 

 We would fi rst like to thank wholeheartedly Israel Kirzner for his unparal-
leled contribution to economic science. Kirzner’s research program has 
deeply enriched the discipline and has shed light on some of economics’ 
most diffi cult puzzles. Economists owe him an immense intellectual debt. 

 3. See  The Ultimate Foundation of Economic Science  (Kansas City: Sheed Andrews 
and McMeel, 1978), vii. 

 4. Note that the editors have selected “Knowing About Knowledge: A Subjectivist 
View of the Role of Information,” a paper on subjectivism and knowledge, for inclusion 
in  Competition, Economic Planning, and the Knowledge Problem  (Indianapolis: Liberty 
Fund, forthcoming), a volume in the present series. 
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 on the method of austrian economics 

 One of the areas in which disagreement among Austrian economists 
may seem to be nonexistent is that of methodology. Yet I shall attempt to 
point out that even with respect to method there are differences of opin-
ion among individual thinkers. Some light may be cast on these differ-
ences by drawing attention to two distinct strands of thought that run 
through the writings of Austrian economists on the question of method. 
By separating these strands and then focusing on each in turn, we may 
discover and defi ne different perspectives on economic method and per-
haps more clearly understand how these different perspectives grow out 
of the unique view of method shared by all Austrian economists. 

 The general outline of the Austrian position on methodology is well 
known. Austrian economists are subjectivists; they emphasize the pur-
posefulness of human action; they are unhappy with constructions that 
emphasize equilibrium to the exclusion of market processes; they are 
deeply suspicious of attempts to apply measurement procedures to eco-
nomics; they are skeptical of empirical “proofs” of economic theorems 
and consequently have serious reservations about the validity and impor-
tance of a good deal of the empirical work being carried on in the eco-
nomics profession today. These are the general features of the position 
that we know very well; yet within this general view we can distinguish 
two independent strands of argument. It is upon this debate that I should 
like to focus my attention in this paper. 

  two tasks for economic explanations  

 It will be helpful to cite two statements—by prominent Austrian 
economists—about what economics as a discipline is supposed to 
achieve. The fi rst is by Friedrich A. Hayek, and the other is by Ludwig 
M. Lachmann. Hayek in his  Counter-Revolution of Science  contended that 
the function of social science, and by implication economics, is to ex-
plain how conscious, purposeful human action can generate unintended 
consequences through social interaction.  1   The emphasis here is on the 

 From  Foundations of Modern Austrian Economics,  ed. Edwin G. Dolan (Kansas City: 
Sheed and Ward, 1976), 40–51. Reprinted by permission of the Institute of Humane 
Studies. 
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unintended consequences of individual human decisions. To explain phe-
nomena that are not the unintended consequences of human decision 
making is outside the scope of the social sciences in general and econom-
ics in particular. Hayek’s position was cited by Alexander Gerschenkron 
in his contribution to the Akerman  Festschrift,  and I think Gerschenkron 
was perceptive in focusing on exactly what is, in Hayek’s view, the funda-
mental task of economic explanation.  2   

 Let us contrast the Hayek view with one expressed by Lachmann. 
Lachmann’s position on the purpose of economic explanations is 
dealt with at length in his contribution to the Hayek  Festschrift, Roads 
to Freedom.   3   Here, however, I shall quote from a more recent state-
ment of his position that appeared in his review of John R. Hicks’s 
 Capital and Time:  

 Economics has two tasks. The fi rst is to make the world around us in-
telligible in terms of human action and the pursuit of plans. The sec-
ond is to trace the unintended consequences of such action. Ricardian 
economics emphasized the second task, the “subjective revolution” of 
the 1870s stressed the urgency of the fi rst, and the Austrian school has 
always cherished this tradition.  4   

 Thus, we have here two tasks for economics. Besides the task that Hayek 
emphasized—the tracing out of the unintended consequences of action—
we have the requirement that it make the world around us intelligible in 
terms of human action. 

 It is worth reminding ourselves that the two tasks Lachmann identi-
fi ed are to be found in Carl Menger’s writings. In the third part of his 
1884 book on methodology Menger pointed out that actions do have un-
intended consequences, and he made it very clear, as Hayek had done, 
that economics is the science that is able to explain how these unin-
tended consequences emerge in the market place.  5   But Menger was also 
aware of the other task Lachmann emphasized. In a letter Menger wrote 
Léon Walras, cited by T. W. Hutchison in several of his writings,  6   Menger 
insisted that the economist is not merely after the relationships between 
quantities, but the  essence  of economic phenomena: “the essence of value, 
the essence of land rent, the essence of entrepreneurs’ profi ts, the es-
sence of the division of labor.”  7   This view is what Kauder meant when he 
described Menger as holding that economics deals with social essences,  8   
and what Hutchison called “methodological essentialism.”  9   
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  two basic austrian tenets  

 I have asserted that two distinct strands of thought may be identifi ed 
in the writings of Austrian economists with regard to the meaning and 
purpose of economic explanation. I would now like to distinguish two 
distinct insights about the economic world that receive varying empha-
sis and are not often adequately differentiated. First, there is the insight 
that  human action is purposeful,  and, second, there is the insight that  there 
is an indeterminacy and unpredictability inherent in human preferences, hu-
man expectations, and human knowledge.  Now these two insights are really 
quite distinct, because one does not encompass the other in any logical 
or epistemological sense. That human action is purposeful is an insight 
by itself, and that human knowledge and expectations are largely un-
predictable is another. Nor is the truth of these two propositions equally 
obvious. The purposefulness of human action is something we arrive at 
by introspection. In this sense it is “obviously” true. On the other hand, 
the insight that men’s preferences are inherently unpredictable—that 
we cannot discover consistent patterns in what men prefer and that we 
cannot postulate that there are consistent patterns in what men know 
and expect to happen—cannot be arrived at by introspection. The truth 
claimed for this last insight depends on our observations of our fellow 
men, that we do as a matter of fact fi nd them to be unpredictable in their 
actions and expectations about future states of the world. 

 To me, the different emphasis Austrian economists attach to these ba-
sic insights is largely responsible for their different attitudes regarding 
the purpose of economic explanation. The recognition of purposefulness 
is, of course, fundamental to our defi nition of economics as the logic of 
choice. We are able to use our logic to simulate the actions of other hu-
man beings only because we share the logic that other men’s purposes 
lead them to harness in their own interests. The recognition of purpose-
fulness is essential to our positive conception of economics as the logic of 
choice and to our enterprise of studying the consequences of purposeful 
action. But if we consider those aspects of the Austrian approach that are 
used, not to derive economic laws, but to criticize other areas of contem-
porary economic thought, then the second of these basic tenets comes 
into prominence. Our dissatisfaction with empirical work and our suspi-
cion of measurement rest on the conviction that empirical observations 
of past human choices will not yield any regularities or any consistent 
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pattern that may be safely extrapolated beyond the existing data at hand 
to yield scientifi c theorems of universal applicability. 

  the significance of purposefulness  

 Let us try to understand the role these basic tenets of Austrian eco-
nomics play in the Lachmann-Hayek discussions concerning what 
economic explanation is all about. In 1938 T. W. Hutchison published 
 The Signifi cance and Basic Postulates of Economic Theory.   10   The book re-
ceived a blistering Austrian-like critique from the pen of Frank H. 
Knight, who was on most other issues, such as capital theory, not in 
sympathy with the Austrian school. In that article Knight conveyed 
some brilliant insights about the relationship of economics to the study 
of human action. Knight noted that “the whole subject of conduct—
interests and motivation—constitutes a different realm of reality from 
the external world.” In addition to the external world, with which the nat-
ural sciences are conversant, there is a different realm of reality, a realm 
no less real than the external world, but nevertheless different from it. 
This other realm is that of human conduct, which Knight identifi ed as 
interests, motivation, and purpose. 

 The fi rst fact to be recorded is that this realm of reality exists or “is 
there.” This fact cannot be proved or argued or “tested.” If anyone de-
nies that men have interests or that “we” have a considerable amount 
of valid knowledge about them, economics and all its works will sim-
ply be to such a person what the world of color is to the blind man. But 
there would still be one difference: a man who is physically, ocularly 
blind may still be rated of normal intelligence and in his right mind.  11   

 Here, surely, we have the fi rst of the basic tenets of Austrian theory, that 
there is a realm of reality constituted of human motives, interests, and 
purposes, and that, although purposes cannot be seen or touched, they 
are nonetheless “there.” 

 When Lachmann called upon economists to make the world intelli-
gible in terms of human decisions and purposes, I take it that he was tell-
ing us the following:  It is the task of science to describe and explain reality. If 
reality consists of more than the external world, then a science that is confi ned 
to the facts of the external world is simply incomplete. It does not account for 
everything that is there.  The Austrian approach insists that there is some-
thing besides the facts of the external world and the relationships that 
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may be postulated between these bare facts. What is that something else? 
It is the realm of reality that Knight pointed to, the realm of purposes. 
And even if one were able to explain the facts of the external world in 
terms of similar facts, without regard to the human purposes under lying 
these facts, one would not have explained everything there is to be ex-
plained, not have set forth everything there is to set forth. One would 
have failed to make the world intelligible in terms of human action, that 
is, in terms of human purposes. Thus, even if the second Austrian tenet 
(that there are no constants in human behavior) were false, even if one 
were able to postulate consistent chains of cause and effect that depend 
only on externally observable phenomena, still one has failed to fulfi ll 
one’s scientifi c obligation. There is a realm of reality called purposes. It is 
there, and if we fail to point it out, then we fail in the task of making the 
world intelligible in terms of human action. 

 Let us consider a simple example. Suppose a man from Mars is doing 
research for his doctorate and, after focusing his telescope on a particular 
location on Earth, discovers a certain regularity. Through his telescope 
he observes a set of boxes lined up in a row. He further discovers that a 
smaller box moves past these boxes every day at 7:30  A.M.,  comes to a stop 
at one of the boxes, and then, after a short stay, moves on. Moreover the 
investigator discovers something else; out of one of these boxes a body 
emerges every morning, and when the moving box makes its daily stop, 
the body is swallowed up by the moving box. Discovering this regular-
ity, the researcher postulates a defi nite law, the law of moving boxes and 
bodies. As he goes on with the research, however, he discovers that some-
times the box moves away before the body has entered it, leaving the 
body behind altogether; while sometimes the body moves at an unusually 
rapid speed, arriving at the daily moving-box stop just in time to be swal-
lowed up before the box moves on. Now this Martian researcher may be 
able to predict just when the person is going to miss the box and when 
he is going to catch it. He may even be able to explain the movements of 
the body and the box entirely without reference to the fact that someone 
is trying to catch the bus because he wants to get to work on time. But if 
he does so, he has not told us everything there is to be learned about this 
situation. A theory of moving bodies and boxes that does not draw at-
tention to the dimension of purpose gives a truncated picture of the real 
world.  This  is what economics, in the Austrian view, is all about. Econom-
ics has to make the world intelligible in terms of human motives. It is 
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more than simply moving boxes or changing economic quantities. This 
is the task to which Lachmann drew our attention when he insisted that 
we must make the world intelligible in terms of human purpose. 

 A memorable passage in Hayek’s  Counter-Revolution  is the one in 
which he explained that objects useful to human beings are simply not 
objective facts. 

 In fact most of the objects of social or human action are not “objective 
facts” in the special narrow sense in which this term is used by the 
[natural] Sciences . . . they cannot be defi ned in physical terms. . . . 
Take the concept of a “tool” or “instrument,” or of any particular tool 
such as a hammer or a barometer. It is easily seen that these concepts 
cannot be interpreted to refer to “objective facts,” i.e. to things irre-
spective of what people think about them.  12   

 Pursuing this point Hayek asserted (in a footnote reference to the work 
of Ludwig von Mises) that every important advance in economic theory 
in the preceding century had been a result of the consistent application 
of subjectivism.  13   Lachmann’s advice to economists paralleled Hayek’s. 
According to Hayek, when we deal with artifacts—with tools and instru-
ments or other products of human beings—we have not exhausted the 
description of what it is that we are describing if we stubbornly confi ne 
ourselves to their physical entities. We have not described a hammer until 
we have drawn attention to its purpose. Lachmann, similarly, instructed 
us that when we deal with broader questions, with institutions and regu-
larities in economic affairs, we have not completed our task if we have 
not called attention to the purposes and motives and interests that under   -
lie these phenomena. A hammer is more than a handle with a metal 
head; so is a price more than a number, milk consumption more than a 
number of gallons, and its relationship to price more than a simple func-
tional relationship. A whole world of interests and motives is “there,” is 
real, and it is surely our responsibility as scientists to make it clear. 

 Critics of Austrian methodology often argue that since praxeology 
deals with unobservables, it is inherently incapable of telling us any-
thing scientifi c about observables. The latest (and perhaps the clearest 
and most sympathetic) statement of this argument was by James Bu-
chanan, in his contribution to the Hayek  Festschrift,   14   when he drew at-
tention to the distinction between (1) the logic of choice (what he called 
the abstract science of economic behavior) and (2) the predictive science 


